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Two disjoint sets in R”’ are said to be n-incident if every flat spanned by H 
distinct points of one set contains a point of the other. We obtain bounds for the 
dimension of the flat spanned by the union of n-incident sets and consider a related 
problem. 
The Galiai theorem states that a noncollinear finite set of points in 
Euclidean space always has a connecting line containing only two points 
of the set. This result has provoked considerable interest, and a number of 
generalizations and related results are now known (see [2, 3, 41). In this note 
we employ one such generalization in the consideration of a Gallai-type 
problem. To formulate this problem we need the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Two disjoint sets in RnL are said to be n-incident (II > 2) 
if every flat spanned by n distinct points of one set contains a point of the 
other. 
Problem. Find the least integer M(n) such that the union of two finite 
n-incident sets necessarily lies in an M(n)-flat. 
We show that 2/z - 3 < M(n) < 4n - 6 and conjecture that M(2) = I. 
Support for this is given by Theorem 2 and a result on an allied problem [l]. 
We require the following result of Hansen [2]. 
LEMMA. Let S be a jinite set properly in RI), then there is a hyperplane H, 
spanned by points of S, such that all but one of the points of H CI S lie in a 
(p - 2)-jut. 
THEOREM 1. ~JI - 3 g M(n) < 4n - 6. 
ProoJ (a) We first prove that M(n) .< 4~ -- 6. 
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Assume A and B are finite n-incident sets which span a p-flat where 
p > 4n - 6. We denote the flat spanned by a point x and a flat X by xX. 
By the lemma there exist a (p - 2)-flat X1 spanned by points of A U B 
and a point cr E (A u B)\Xl such that (crXd n (A U B) c {cl} U X1 . Similarly 
there exist a (p - 4)-flat X2 c X1 spanned by points of A U B and a point 
cz E (4 u B) n X1\Xz such that (czXs) n (4 u B) c {cz> u X2 . In this manner 
we obtain a sequence cl, cz ,..., cztiPz of distinct points of A u B and a corre- 
sponding sequence of flats X1 , X2 ,..., X2n-z . Let C = {c~ 1 r = l,..., 2n - 3} 
and take, without loss of generality, 1 C n A 1 > 1 C n B 1. From one of the 
sets we choose a sequence x1 ,..., X~ of distinct points as follows. 
I. If 1 C n A 1 > n choose xi E A so that (xJ is a subsequence of (c~). 
2. If ~ C n A 1 = n - 1 and A n Xz+s is nonempty choose xi E ,4 
so that x1 ,..., xn-r is a subsequence of (cJ and X~ E X2,+3. 
3. If 1 C n ,4 1 = n - I and A n X2,+3 is empty choose xi E B so that 
x1 ,..., x,++ is a subsequence of (c~) and xnP1 , X~ E x2,+3 ; we can do this since 
dim X+s = p - (4n - 6) > I. 
We only treat the case when the xi are in A since the other case follows 
similarly. The flat spanned by the xi contains a point b say of B. Let b be in 
the flat spanned by x,. ,..., X~ but not in that spanned by x~+~ ,..., x,, , then X~ 
is in the flat spanned by b, xv+1 ,..., x,, . The choice of the sequence (xi) 
ensures that xV = C~ for some s 2 r so xi E X3 for i = r + l,..., a and 
b~c~X~nBG{c8}uX~.Thusb~X~andc~=x~~bXs = Xsandwehave 
a contradiction. Thus M(n) < 4n - 6. 
(b) Since M(2) 2 1, M(n) > 2n - 3 follows immediately from the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA. fkf(n + 1) > M(n) + 2. 
Proox Let A and B be n-incident sets whose union is properly in an 
M(n)-flat. Choose points Q and b such that A u B u {a, b} spans an 
(M(n) + 2)-flat and take A’ = {a} u A, B’ = {b} u B; then A’ and B’ are 
clearly (n + 1)-incident sets so that M(n + 1) > M(n) + 2. 
It seems likely that M(n) = 2n - 3 although we are unable to prove this 
even in the case n = 2. However, Theorem 1 of [1] and the following theorem 
lend some support to this view. 
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be two jinite disjoint sets in Rz such that for 
every two distinct points aI , a2 of A the Iine ala2 contains a point of B and for 
every two distinct points bl , bS of B there is a point of A on the line blbz and not 
in the segment blbz . Then the points of A u B are collinear. 
ProojI Suppose the points of A u B are not collinear. It is easy to check 
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that the points of A are not collinear. Clearly there is a point u of A not in 
conv B, where conv B denotes the convex cover of the set B. Choose a line 
L which strongly separates a and conv B; we may clearly assume that u is 
not in convia’} u L for any a’ in A\@;. Let L’ be the line through a and 
parallel to I-. Choose q , uZ in A such that the angles or, oZ in Fig. I are 
FIGURE 1 
minimal. Trivially q , uZ , u are not collinear and neither ur nor uZ is on L’. 
Thus there exist distinct points & , b2 in B on the lines uuI and uuZ , and so 
a point u0 of A on the line blb2 and outside the segment blb2 . Since there are 
no points of B in the half plane determined by u and L we have a contra- 
diction to the definition of uI or uZ . 
Clearly the idea of 2-incidence can be extended to CZ, but we have been 
unable to find an example of 2-incident sets properly in C2. In [4] Motzkin 
pointed out that the analogous Gailai result does not hold in C2, as is evident 
from the sets S,R (VI > 2) in projective space consisting of the 3m points 
(0, -1, o), (b, 0, - 1) and (- 1, c, 0) where u, b, c are mth roots of unity. It 
is therefore natural to ask whether these sets can be partitioned to give 
2-incident sets. Suppose such a partition { TI , T2] is possible for Sm . Let 
~=max{~~Yn~~/~r= 1,2,3;~=1,2}~l~~n~~l, say, where Lr 
denotes the line X~ = 0. Since m > 2, there are at least three points on each 
of the lines LT, whence p 2 2 and there exist points u E Ll n T2 and 
b” E L2 n Tl . Let the points of Ll n Tl be uI ,..., uD and ci = Ls n uibo, 
i= I ,..., .u. It is easy to see that q ,..., cD are distinct points of l-2 . Let 
bi == L2 n uci i := I,..., p, then it is easily verifiable that b,, , bl ,..., bD are 
distinct points of Tl which is a contradiction. 
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